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The Wild Culinary Studio Group, which operates Fish Market brand, has
recently reopened Raionul de Pește, a 400 sqm restaurant in Bucharest,
Romania, under a new concept, designed by Karim in 2022. "My approach is
to create environments that will inspire, engage, and encourage positive
experiences. I wanted to create more than just a restaurant, but to make the
Raionul de Pește Floreasca a destination for dining. The end result is a
marriage of sensual minimalism and human experience, told through the
story of Raionul de Pește's culinary vision", says Karim.

 

New restaurant "Raionul de Peste Floreasca in Bucharest, Romania, designed
by Karim Rashid
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ORTHOGONAL
CASA

Casa PMX-02 is part of a private family residential complex located at the foot
of a hill in the Palmares Valley. In contrast to the PMX01 project, which is
located a few steps away, this residence had to reflect a more sober character
but at the same time maintain the dynamism that prevails in the architectural
complex in which it is located. The outlines of the design became more
orthogonal and two large rectangular volumes, which overlap in the form of a
cross, contain the largest number of spaces in this residence that, despite its
large scale, feels compact. Upon entering the house, orthogonality begins to
disappear to give way to more sensual lines led by a curved staircase bathed in
overhead light from an opening on the roof. This staircase ends in the hall of
the master bedroom, the only apartment on the second level that also
contains its own living room and terrace. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

ORTHOGONAL CASA 

Casa PMX-02 designed by QBO3 Arquitectos, a residential complex with a fluid
orthogonal outline is a visual treat
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Everything changes so quickly, and what is a state of the art one moment won't
be the next. Adaptation has to be ongoing – we have to know and accept this. -
Charlotte Perriand

Charlotte Perriand was a French architect and designer. Her work aimed to
create functional living spaces in the belief that better design helps in creating
a better society. In her article "L'Art de Vivre" from 1981 she states.
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A deep dive into the world of Charlotte Perriand whose modern designs
shaped the 20th century and continue to have a lasting influence on the
global design scape
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